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Jeffery G Saven
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19104

Abstract
Computational and theoretical methods are advancing protein design as a means to create and
investigate proteins. Such efforts further our capacity to control, design and understand
biomolecular structure, sequence and function. Herein, the focus is on some recent applications
that involve using theoretical and computational methods to guide the design of protein sequence
ensembles, new enzymes, proteins with novel cofactors, and membrane proteins.

Overview
Nature’s proteins fold to yield a variety of functionalities, including self-assembly,
enzymatic catalysis and highly selective molecular recognition. The structure and function
of proteins can potentially be specified through the careful selection of sequence. During the
course of evolution, Nature varies the physical and chemical properties of a protein through
mutation and variation of sequence to identify proteins having what are often precisely tuned
functionalities. In the laboratory, well-folded proteins may also potentially be created
through the careful choice of sequences. To do so, however, can be subtle and nontrivial.
Proteins can contain tens to thousands of amino acid residues. Even for a single sequence,
many conformations are possible by varying backbone and side-chain degrees of freedom,
resulting in a large configurational space; this is true even for protein design, where the
backbone tertiary structure is often largely predetermined. The interactions that stabilize
proteins and guide the molecule to its folded state are largely noncovalent: van der Waals,
hydrophobic, electrostatic, and hydrogen-bonding interactions. Given the subtlety of these
interactions, reliable quantitative estimates of stability with respect to unfolding can be
difficult to obtain computationally. In addition, the large numbers of candidate sequences
can lead to a further combinatorial complexity in protein design: a small protein of only 100
amino acids has more than 10130 possible sequences using just the 20 naturally occurring
amino acids. Nonetheless, theoretical methods have been proposed to surmount many of
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these difficulties and make accessible the design and study of nonnatural protein sequences
and protein assemblies. Most methods take as input a target structure, which can be natural
or created via computational modeling. An energy based objective function is used to
quantify the compatibility between sequences and the target structure so as to identify either
individual sequences or the properties of the ensemble of sequences, where the focus in each
case is on sequences consistent with the targeted structure and functional properties.
Optimization-based methods for identifying low-energy sequences include dead-end
elimination, Monte Carlo simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, and optimization theory
approaches [1-3]. On the other hand, probabilistic methods characterize the ensemble of
sequences and use thermodynamic self-consistent field concepts or Monte Carlo sequence
sampling to estimate the site-specific probabilities of the amino acids at variable residues
[4,5]. In addition to the design of novel nonbiological protein-based molecular systems,
computational protein design may be used to better understand protein stability and folding,
to facilitate the study of natural proteins, and to enhance or tune the functions of natural
proteins.
Herein we present some recent applications of computational methods for the design and
engineering of proteins, where the designed proteins have been experimentally realized.
Often a known protein is re-engineered so as to augment stability and functionality. The
engineering of new functionality into proteins has seen recent advances, particularly with
regard to catalytic activity. New protein structures (and sequences) have also been
computationally designed, which may incorporate nonbiological components. Membrane
proteins are a rich and important new frontier with regard to the design and redesign of
proteins.

Exploring molecular diversity and combinatorial experiments
The specificities of protein-protein interactions have been explored using computational
protein design. An approach for computationally designing specificity into coiled coil
protein-interactions has been developed and used to identify partners for basic-region
leucine zipper (bZIP) transcription factors [6*]. With the aid of experimental studies
employing protein microarrays, many of the designed peptides, including those binding
important oncoproteins, were selective for their intended targets. The results suggest that
naturally occurring bZIPs have only sparsely sampled the range of possible interactions.
Computational design methods may potentially be used to explore the interplay between
stability and specificity in these transcription factors. Using similar microarrays, the
effective “toolkit” for coiled-coils has been expanded by measuring pairwise interactions of
48 synthetic coiled coils and 7 human bZIP coiled coils using peptide microarrays [7].
Twenty-seven pairs of interacting peptides were identified that preferentially associate. Of
special interest are heterospecific peptide pairs that participate in mutually orthogonal
interactions, i.e., pairs that associate in a monogamous, selective fashion. Such
“interactome” information can be used to create highly specific protein-protein intereactions
and networks of interacting pairs, with potential appliations in synthetic biology.
Computational protein design can also guide the design of libraries of protein sequences.
Different methods of generating combinatorial libraries of green fluorescent protein variants
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have been compared [8], and the percentage of fluorescent, functional proteins was largest
when a structure-based computational method was used to design the library. A greater
diversity of color was observed in designed libraries while fluorescence was maintained.
With structure-based computational methods, function is more likely preserved even as the
extent of mutations increases among the libraries. Similar structurally guided design
methods have been used to generate focused combinatorial libraries of mCherry (red
fluorescent protein) mutants [9]. The design sought to introduce interactions likely to cause
red-shifts without destabilizing the protein, largely via destabilization of the electronic
ground state and stabilization of the excited state of the natural chromophore. After
screening only 5000 clones, three mutants were identified having emission wavelengths
greater than 630 nm. Crystal structures of two of these mutants are consistent with the
models and the interactions expected to produce the red shift.
Computational protein design in the context of combinatorial libraries has been used to
design a protein-protein interface [10]. A variant of the ubiquitin-ligase E6AP has been
designed to bind to a nonnatural partner, the NEDD8-conjugating enzyme Ubc12. Three
E6AP libraries were constructed: a naive library in which all 20 amino acids were allowed at
the 13 positions on the target-binding surface of E6AP; a library that varied the same 13
residues but disallowed mutations computationally identified to destabilize E6AP; and a
directed library that used docking and sequence optimization. Both of the directed libraries
showed more than 30-fold enrichment over the naive library after the first round of
screening and yielded tight binders (KD < 100 nM) after four rounds of selection, whereas
multiple rounds of selection with the naive library failed to identify binders with KD < 50
μM.
Computational, structure-based methods have been used to characterize the sequence space
of peptides recognized by PDZ domains [11]. From analysis of phage display data, 70-80%
of the most frequently observed amino acids by phage display are predicted within the top
five ranked amino acids, and the computational results recover changes in specificity upon
mutation.

New functionalities: catalysis and sensing
Enzymatic activity is a long-standing goal in protein design. Recently proteins have been
computationally designed that catalyze reactions for which there is no known natural
enzyme. A suitable protein scaffold is selected by identifying those consistent with
positioning side chains to bind the substrate and stabilize transition states or high energy
intermediates. As in nature, often the common triose phosphate isomerase (TIM) barrel fold
is identified. Proteins have been so designed to bind and stabilize high energy intermediates
involved in retro-aldol reactions [12*] and in Kemp eliminations [13*]. In each case, large
fractions (32/72 and 8/59) of the experimentally studied designed proteins possessed
enzymatic activity. For the Kemp elimination catalyst, in vitro evolution methods identified
proteins having a 200-fold increase in kcat/Km compared the initial computational design.
Both designed enzymes have impressive rate enhancements of several orders of magnitude
compared to the uncatalyzed reactions, although their efficiencies (kcat/Km ~ 1-103 M-1 s-1)
do not yet rival natural enzymes [12,13]. With the retroaldolase, substrate binding
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interactions and a shift in the the pKa of the catalytic lysine account for much of the
enzyme’s rate acceleration [14]. The approach has been applied to the design of
biomolecular Diels-Alder enzymes, two of which have the targeted catalytic activity and
stereo specificity [15].
Computational protein design has been used to re-engineer loops near active sites of
enzymes and alter specificity [16]. A loop in human guanine deaminase has been redesigned
so that interactions are made with a new substrate ammelide. Compared to the wild type, the
redesigned enzyme is 100-fold more active on ammelide and 104-fold less active on guanine
(kcat/Km =0.15 M-1 s-1). The structure of the designed protein was confirmed by X-ray
crystallographic analysis and is in close agreement with the computational model.
A perimplasmic binding protein that has been computationally re-engineered to bind
trinitrotoluene (TNT) has been incorporated into a signaling pathway in plants, where
presence of the ligand leads to a degreening response in the leaves of a detector plant [17].
The work provides an example of how engineered plants may be used as environmental
sensors.

Cofactors and de novo designed proteins
With the addition of cofactors, proteins can acquire functionally related properties not
accessible with the amino acids alone. Such cofactors range from metal ions to large
macromolecules, e.g., porphyrin based systems. Recently, protein structures have been
designed from scratch to accommodate such cofactors. In this regard, four-helix bundle
motifs are particularly versatile as the structure can be geometrically parameterized and
varied using a few geometric variables that dictate the global structure [18]. Such methods
have been used to create di-iron and di-manganese proteins, which are convenient systems
for controlling and investigating binding and catalytic properties exhibited by these
metalloproteins [19-22]. A 114-residue helical protein that presents such a di-nuclear
binding site has been computationally designed, and was found to be highly stable,
particularly with the metals present, despite having a large number of ionizable groups
within its interior [23]. Recently, the structure of the Zn-version of the protein has been
elucidated using a synthesis of NMR spectral data and quantum chemical and modeling
calculations, where the calculations are especially useful in refining the structure near the
dimetal site. This experimentally determined structure is in excellent agreement with the
template structure used in the computational design of the protein [24*].
Computational de novo design can be used to arrive at novel protein assemblies containing
nonbiological cofactors. Such systems have potential applications to biomaterials,
electrooptics, and as tools to explore charge and excitation transfer in proteins. Incorporating
nonbiological cofactors into proteins can potentially yield biomolecular systems with
properties that are not accessible using only natural amino acids and biological cofactors.
For large, complex cofactors there may be no appropriate scaffolds among known natural
protein structures. Novel structures and proteins must be created. Computational design has
been applied to arrive at a protein framework that encapsulates a synthetic cofactor [25],
yielding a computationally designed protein that selectively binds two equivalents of a non-
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biological cofactor, a diphenyl-derivatized iron porphyrin (DPP-Fe). The protein structures
and sequences are created so as to be consistent with coordination of the porphyrins metal
ion by His and provide a complementary interior binding cavity. This approach has been
extended to create modular metalloporphyrin peptide assemblies of varying lengths [26*];
the two-metalloporphyrin array has been elongated into a four-metalloporphyrin array
consistent with a coiled-coil repeat. Experimental investigations of these elongated proteins
are consistent with the targeted cofactor-binding stoichiometry and specificity. Recently, a
related protein has been computationally designed that selectively binds a nonbiological
photoactive zinc porphyrin (DPP-Zn), which assembles as an A2B2 heterotetramer [27].
These efforts exemplify how computational design can be used to create linear assemblies of
ordered electronically and optically active cofactors. As opposed to oligomeric symmetric
structures, single-chain helical proteins can provide interiors that better complement
asymmetric cofactors. Such proteins may be over-expressed and noncovalently bind
synthetic non-natural porphyrin cofactors. Experiments involving such a computationally
designed protein are consistent with a high specificity of binding to the targeted Fe-DPP
cofactor and suggest the protein is well-structured [28]. Designed amphipathic helical
bundle proteins that bind related cofactors can be directed to self-order at aqueous
interfaces, conferring vectorial orientation to the proteins and their cofactors [29,30].

Membrane proteins
Proteins associated with lipid bilayers are integral to the structure and function of biological
membranes. Designing novel membrane proteins has applications toward better
understanding membranes, membrane proteins, membrane-associated biomolecular
processes, and controlling membrane integrity and transport. Since they are essential to
many cellular processes, membrane proteins are among the most common drug targets.
Computational protein design has been applied to refine models of G-protein coupled
receptors. The effects of mutations on the oligomerization state are used to confirm
atomistic models and better understand these important receptors [31].
Transmembrane proteins in particular span the bilayer and have large numbers of exterior
hydrophobic residues that complement the bilayer’s hydrophobic interior. Consequently,
these proteins are typically aggregation prone and difficult both to obtain and to purify. Most
structural and many biophysical studies of membrane proteins involve their dispersal in
aqueous media. This can be accomplished using detergents, lipids, auxiliary proteins, and
reconstitution in membrane-like environments (bilayers, disks, micelles, vesicles and
oriented bilayers). Such approaches can be used to obtain diffraction-quality crystals or
dispersed protein suitable for NMR studies. Obtaining such solubilizing conditions for
biophysical and structural studies, however, remains subtle and labor intensive.
An alternative is to redesign a membrane protein as a soluble variant, while seeking to retain
the parent protein’s structure and some of its functionally related properties. Using
computational design, water-soluble variants of transmembrane proteins have been
designed, providing a proof of principle for creating variants that facilitate studies of their
structures and function. Recently the solution structure of a computationally designed watersoluble variant of the bacterial potassium ion channel KcsA has been determined [32,33*].
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The water-soluble protein contains 29 designed exterior mutations in each of the four 104residue subunits. The structure is in good agreement with both the tertiary and quaternary
structure of the membrane-soluble, wild-type structure. Not surprisingly, the water-soluble
form exhibits larger structural fluctuations than the membrane form, but the residues in the
selectivity filter fo the protein are highly sensitive to potassium ion concentration, consistent
with their functional signifcance. These findings highlight the promise of developing watersoluble variants of membrane proteins—for biophysical studies and for therapeutic
development—using computational redesign of sequence.
Transmembrane proteins can be computationally designed in order to control their activity
and explore intra-membrane protein-protein interactions. Peptides have been
computationally designed that target specific transmembrane helices to modulate the activity
of integrins. The designed peptides discriminate between the transmembrane helices of two
closely related integrins (αIIbβ3 and αvβ3), and the specificity is obtained using
complementary peptide-helix van der Waals interactions [34*]. This approach has been
applied to the design of an anti-RIIb peptide that targets isolated full-length integrin RIIb.
The designed peptides take on transmembrane alpha-helical structures that do not disrupt the
bilayer [35]. Computational design methods can be used to identify mutations that disrupt
the interface between the β3 and the αIIβ and αv [36]. Destabilizing, stabilizing, and neutral
mutations were computationally identified in the β3 region, yielding distinct sets of
mutations that would modulate each interface. The predictions were then tested using cellbased fibrinogen and osteopontin binding assays. These results suggest that that the a stalk
helical interface and its stability are involved in maintaining integrins in inactive
conformations and illustrate how such design efforts can be used to understand integrin
mutations.
A helical membrane protein PRIME has been computationally designed that positions two
nonbiological iron diphenylporphyrins (FeDPP) so that they are poised to form a
multicentered pathway for transmembrane electron transfer [37]. As with previous water
soluble designs [26], four helices form bundle with D2 symmetry that binds two equivalents
of the FeDPP cofator. Experimental characterization is consistent with the protein’s binding
the cofactor with high affinity and specificity and with the expected stoichiometry and
geometry.
Computational modeling has been used to probe intramembrane protein-protein interfaces,
with an emphasis on the interactions that confer orientation and proximity [38]. A model
membrane soluble protein, MS1, was used to explore the sensitivity of the dimer structure to
sequence. Surprisingly, experimental studies reveal that the stability of MS1 dimer is
greatest when Gly is at each “a” position of the heptad repeat (MS1-Gly), followed by Ala,
Val, Ile in decreasing stability. MS1-Gly prefers to form antiparallel dimers, MS1-Ala forms
a mixture of parallel and antiparallel dimers, while MS1-Val and MS1-Ile prefer parallel
dimers. Calculations based on conformational searching and rotamer optimization were
consistent with the measured stabilities and preferences for parallel/antiparallel orientations.
These findings can be interpreted in terms of the van der Waals and electrostatic interactions
present, which appear to dominate the stability and orientational preferences of the dimers.
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Proteins have been designed to provide controllable integrity of a bilayer. A natural alphahelical cell-lytic peptide, mastoparan X, has been re-engineered to bind metal cations.
Binding of Zn(II) or Ni(II) stabilizes the peptide’s amphiphilic structure, leading to lysis of
cells and vesicles [39].

Outlook
Computational protein design continues to provide tools to create proteins having desired
structures, properties, and functionalities. Mutagenesis is a central tool for addressing
molecular diversity associated with proteins and is regularly used to investigate protein
structure and function. Computationally guided protein design stands to make such
mutation-based studies more informative and effective and can also provide novel protein
variants that are much easier to manipulate while retaining structural and functional
properties of interest. The design of proteins having the efficiency and specificity of nature’s
proteins is likely to remain challenging, but the synergy of combining computational design
and experimental studies will continue to advance our abilities to engineer novel proteins,
control biological activity, and better understand nature’s proteins. Lastly, incorporating
nonnatural functions and components, e.g., nonbiological amino acids and cofactors, will
yield protein-based systems and materials having properties not available with nature’s
proteins.
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Figure 1.

Superposition of the computational model of the single chain dinuclear metalloprotein DFsc
(yellow) [23] and the experimentally determined structure obtained using NMR
spectroscopy with QM/MM refinement (red) [24].
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Figure 2.

A2B2 protein designed to accommodate nonbiological cofactors (diphenyl Zn porphyrins)
[27]. Protein comprises two distinct peptides (green, orange). Metal-coordinating His
residue is rendered green.
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Figure 3.

Superposition of model structure of water soluble variant of the transmembrane portion of
the bacterial potassium ion channel KcsA (yellow) [32] and its experimentally determined
structure (blue) (pdb accession code: 1K4E) [33].
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